
Learning Objective

To recognise similarities and differences in images. 

Resources Required

• Smartphone/device or computer to access Zap code 
(optional) 

• Tracing paper (optional) 

• Paints and art supplied (optional) 

Background to this Activity

The James Webb Space Telescope uses infrared 
technology to observe space. This means it can see 
through the space dust that has previously obscured 
our view and prevented us from learning more about 
how stars are formed inside dark dust clouds. Its huge 
primary mirror also means it can collect light from 
galaxies that formed about 400 million years after the 
Big Bang. Because they’re so far away, light waves from 
these galaxies have been stretched to longer, infrared 
wavelengths as they cross our expanding Universe. 
No other space telescope has been sensitive enough 
to detect these very faint galaxies in the infrared light 
needed to see them. Using Webb, we can see further 
and in greater detail than ever before.         

Running the Activity

Consider enlarging the worksheet onto A3 paper for 
class discussion of this activity.  

Talk about how the two images are similar/different and 
discuss reasons for this. Relate this to prior learning 
about optical photographs versus infrared images 
(see Activity 2.4: Infrared Selfie: discoverydiaries.org/
activities/infrared-selfie/) and the evolution of telescope 
technology (see Activity 1.4: The Starry Messengers: 
discoverydiaries.org/activities/the-starry-messengers/).   

Students should use two pieces of tracing paper to mark 

out visible features, first from the optical image and then, 
with the other piece of tracing paper, from the infrared 
image. By overlaying the two, they will be able to make 
comparisons more easily. They can also use different 
colours to highlight differences between the two images.  

Students can use the Zap code to access information 
about the different celestial features, or they can refer to 
the PowerPoint presentation accompanying this activity.  

In tracing the visible features, students will have created 
their own ‘distant galaxy’ pictures based on the images 
provided. This lesson leads naturally on to further 
discussion about artistic representations of galaxies. 
In 1850, astronomer Lord Rosse depicted for the first 
time what a distant galaxy might look like, in a drawing 
called ‘Whirlpool Galaxy’. You can view his drawing here: 
https://bit.ly/2Htyg5P 

Many of us will be familiar with Vincent van Gogh’s 
‘Starry Night’ painting (1889), which is commonly 
thought to depict the night sky. In 2015, US artist and 
photographer Michael Benson suggested in his book 
Cosmigraphics (Abrams, 2014) that the painting actually 
depicts galaxies in the universe, and was likely inspired 
by drawings of the cosmos at the time. There is further 
information on this theory on the following webpage: 
https://www.pri.org/stories/2015-01-29/was-van-goghs-
starry-night-inspired-scientific-drawing 

Encourage students to discuss how van Gogh’s painting 
‘Starry Night’ may have been influenced by the artistic 
representation of the Whirlpool Galaxy. Discuss the use 
of texture, movement, swirls and patterns as well as 
colour to add depth and tone. Take a look at this video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bm9YvhBUmc4 (an 
animation of the painting which enhances the movement 
within the paint strokes).  

Using a selection of oil paints, students could experiment 
with a range of techniques to create their own artistic 
interpretations of the distant galaxies and other celestial 
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features captured by Webb. Students could create their 
own comparisons of the night sky as viewed with an 
optical telescope or an infrared telescope like Webb.  

A class display could show students’ work beside the 
telescope images.  

Solutions to the Activity

M81: Messier 81 is an example of a spiral galaxy. When 
viewed in infrared, we can see star-forming regions. 
We can also see the spiral arm structure more clearly, 
revealing areas of dust and gas that are ready to become 
new stars. https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/
videos/2018/08/1083-Video  

The Sombrero Galaxy: This galaxy has a distinct ring 
of dust that circles a bulge of stars. When viewed in 
infrared, we can clearly see its dust and inner flat disk. 
Because we view this galaxy from its side, it appears 
very flat. Our Milky Way would look like this if it was view 
from the side too. https://webbtelescope.org/contents/
media/videos/2018/10/1085-Video

Maffei 2: This barred starburst galaxy is very difficult for 
us to see without infrared because thick clouds in our 
galaxy obscure it. With infrared we can see the shape of 
Maffei 2. https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/
videos/2018/05/1086-Video 

L1014: This dark cloud hides a secret that we can only 
see in infrared: a protostar – or baby star! With infrared 
technology, we can see a disk of gas surrounding the 
protostar. This feeds it and provides material for building 
planets. http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/uploaded_files/
graphics/high_definition_graphics/0008/8368/ssc2004-
20a2_Ti.jpg?1333387284

NGC 253: When we view this galaxy with just visible 
light, its shape is difficult to determine because of our 
viewing angle, its dark dust clouds and the light from 
its massive stars. Infrared reveals the long spiral arms 
and the central bar, showing that NGC 253 is a barred 

galaxy. https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/
videos/2018/08/1082-Video 

Pillars of Creation: Part of a young cluster of stars in 
the Eagle Nebula, the Pillars of Creation are composed 
of gas and dust, which prevents us from discovering 
what’s within them with visible light. With infrared light 
however, we’re able to see a multitude of stars which 
are otherwise hidden. https://www.spacetelescope.org/
images/heic1501c/

A ‘surprise’ distant galaxy: Because Webb’s mirror is 
so huge and its instruments detect infrared light, it can 
catch light from galaxies that are so distant, we otherwise 
wouldn’t know they’re there. What would you name a 
galaxy if you were to discover one? 

Questions for the Class
• How are the two images similar? 
• What differences can you see between the two 

images? 
• Why is the optical image different to the infrared 

image? 
• Do you think van Gogh’s painting was based on what 

we can see of our night sky or was he creating a 
painting based on a telescope image? Why/why not?  

Additional Challenges / Extension Activities

Students could look at other artists’ depictions of 
galaxies/nebulas etc. Check out Alexander Calder’s work 
or, for more contemporary examples, work by Katie 
Paterson.  

Students could experiment with other media such as 
watercolour paints, to create additional paintings of the 
celestial features.  

More able students could use ICT software such as 
drawing applications to create an image with labelled 
celestial features.  
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Ideas for Differentiation

Support: 

• Students can work in pairs to compare and contrast 
the two images.  

• Provide adult support with navigating the web 
resources, such as the PowerPoint presentation.  

Challenge: 

• Peer assessment of completed paintings.  

• Students could be given responsibilities in creating 
the class display by creating labels, headings and 
short pieces of text to accompany the images.  

Useful Links

This image of Saturn’s moon Titan shows the additional 
detail we can see using infrared. The left half of the 
picture saws Titan as seen with visible light, the right 
shows Titan using the infrared camera aboard the Cassini 
spacecraft: https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/jpl/
seeing-titan-with-infrared-eyes   

More infrared images of Titan are available here: http://
www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2019/01/Seeing_
Titan_with_infrared_eyes   

Article about van Gogh’s Starry Night: https://www.pri.
org/stories/2015-01-29/was-van-goghs-starry-night-
inspired-scientific-drawing      

ZAP! Students can independently access multimedia 
resources using the Zappar mobile/tablet app. See 
Zappar instructions at the link below and note that the 
mobile/tablet will need to be on a WIFI connection: 
discoverydiaries.org/toolkit/discovery-diaries-zappar-
instructions/

If you don’t have access to the internet in the classroom, 
all Zap code content is available to download on the 

activity’s web page (see link to the left) as a PowerPoint 
presentation or as bundles of images.

Find more great space-themed STEM resources at 
https://www.stem.org.uk/esero
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